Here's a shot-saver that belongs in every golfer's bag... put it there for top profits!

NEW "SCOTCH"® BRAND GOLF GRIP...
a remarkable product from 3M Company

"GOLF GRIP" comes in a handy spray-top can. (Takes up less space in a bag than three balls.) It can be applied to glove, bare hands, all club grips. "GOLF GRIP" helps keep a golfer's hands firmly in place on the club throughout the swing, improves his touch, inspires confidence! One application lasts for several holes.

Moisture or perspiration will not affect the holding-power of "SCOTCH" GOLF GRIP. After playing, it washes off hands easily with soap and water.

"GOLF GRIP" is packaged 12 cans per display case. Retails at 98c. You make $4.68 on each case!

This attractive counter card is packed in every case. Display "SCOTCH" GOLF GRIP in your shop... it moves out fast!

TO ORDER, write Joe Ramey, Dept. 4802, 3M Company, 2501 Hudson Road, St. Paul, Minn. 55119

He'll get you in business quick!

"GOLF GRIP" can and circles representing golf balls shown actual size.
Accent on management

By KEN EMERSON
Executive Director, National Club Association

For my first column I feel it necessary to emphasize the necessity for professionalism in the managers’ ranks—for we are professionals. Future columns will discuss specific problems of club management, but for a starter I should like to generalize.

Today’s club official, whether an elected president or appointed committee member, is learning to place increasing reliance on the professional club manager. Burdened with the problems of their own businesses, these officers find that their success as clubmen and their reputations among their fellow members is directly related to the intelligent division of responsibilities between board and management. This division affirms that the duty of the directorate is to establish policy for future operations, develop a workable budget, and act as an advisor to the manager, serving as a liaison between him and the membership. It reserves for the manager the responsibility and obligation of management.

William Haberkern, California management consultant, notes, “Gone is the day when the golf club was a Valhalla for the misfit. Today’s manager is the product of many years of training and experience.”

While few are general managers in fact as well as title, all, in addition to their administrative duties, must serve as coordinators for clubhouse operations, social activities, and golf and other athletic events. Even when his authority over the other departments is limited to collating budgets and synchronizing events, it is the manager who represents the club in the eyes of the membership, and in this capacity his success can be measured by his ability to communicate successfully with members, golf pro, green superintendent, and the public.

In addition to its professional staff, a club is made up of youngsters and oldsters, golfers and non-golfers, party-goers and party-givers, longhairs, family groups, and wolves. While the latter can shift for themselves the club manager knows that he must provide adequate entertainment for all the rest. If he consistently omits anyone from his planning, he reduces his club to nothing more than a glorified restaurant.

All managers, of course, must be able administrators, as well as social secretaries, versed in building and property management, financial administration, food, beverage and personnel management, taxation, and liquor regulations. However, if there is one thing that characterizes the successful club manager it is ‘style’; that vital innate quality which transfers the manager’s personality to the club. It is this stamp of character that is worth more to the club and its directors than all the dues paid by all the members in the course of their administration. While it may be most obvious in the larger clubs in the country, it is also found in the ‘tough golf, tender steaks, and go home’ clubs which are frequently operated by limited staffs, even managed by a combination golf pro-manager.

With golf and country clubs playing an increasingly large role in family activities, this responsibility is creating a growing challenge to the imagination and ingenuity of the club manager who must spare no effort in improving his ability.

As a professional, the qualified club manager is always looking for ways to sharpen his skills and broaden his abilities. His club, if it is interested in good management, will see that he avails himself of every opportunity to increase his capabilities by actively participating in the educational programs of his professional association, the Club Managers of America, whose annual summer workshop programs provide him with information.

Continued on page 48
More driving power . . .
Lower maintenance cost . . .
Proven dependability over years of rugged service . . .
is why more and more of the country's golf courses prefer
Trojan Mileage Master Electric golf cart batteries.

TROJAN BATTERY COMPANY
724 East 61st Street • Los Angeles, California 90001

For more information circle number 183 on card
With one exception, these three Christmas ideas are unbeatable.

If it's a new Christmas idea, chances are it's from MacGregor. Look at all the choice ways you have to turn your pro shop into a gift shop...all packed with gift-giving appeal, all ready to make you extra profits.

Really—where else can your customers get values like these? How can they possibly pass them up?
Beautiful gift case of a dozen DX Tourneys

Beautiful, new gift case... a unique, sales-clinching ball marker ($8.00 value)... a dozen DX Tourneys (high or regular compression)... $18! Gift case and 12 DX Tourneys without ball marker, $15.

...plus a ball marker for instant imprinting

And remember, MacGregor's great DX Tourney — the ball Jack Nicklaus uses, the ball that's growing in popularity by leaps and bounds — is the people-pleasing salesman in almost all these gifts.
Unmatched for Quality and Luxury!

THE

AZTEC

GOLF BAGS

Mexico's Finest Handtooled Handmade Golf Bag

This IMPORTED GOLF BAG represents the ultimate in authentic handcrafted leather. It is skillfully fashioned by native craftsmen in Mexico of the finest quality genuine saddle leather, handsomely handtooled.

Truly this year's outstanding Pro Shop top quality leader. And readily recognized by Pros and players for the beauty of its lines and its practical and complete provision for every bag service convenience.

The AZTEC golf bags are available in two beautiful colors, aztec brown and obsidian black. Each AZTEC golf bag consists of matching hand tooled leather hood and matching set of four hand tooled leather club covers. Also available is a hand tooled all leather matching AZTEC companion case.

Each AZTEC will give you a lifetime of wear, satisfaction and prestige. Remember, hand made means time, quality and craftsmanship.

Write, wire or phone for color brochure.

The AZTEC Golf Bag Mfg. Company

U. S. Address —
4117 - 53rd Avenue South St. Petersburg, Florida 33711 Telephone: Office 867-3554

EXCLUSIVE TERRITORIES OPEN TO PRO DISTRIBUTORS

For more information circle number 210 on card

GOLFDOM
Announcing

*Scotts*

**Professional Spreader**

- designed & engineered to meet the needs of the Professional user
- really rugged — built to last in toughest use
- FAST! 2 acres/hour—8 ft swath at every pass

*Has all six features the Professional user wants!*

1. Rustproof hopper — fiberglass
2. Rustproof hopper gates — stainless steel
3. Rustproof gears — diecast zinc alloy
4. Non-stick bearings — nylon and bronze
5. Oversize wheels and tires
6. Swath control — to avoid spreading on walks and flower beds. *And ONLY Scotts has this life-saver!*

*Immediate delivery. Write Scotts Professional Turf Counselor Service, Marysville, Ohio*

To receive more information circle number 106 on card.

SEPTEMBER/1966
There can be little doubt that complaints on annual bluegrass have increased, very nearly at the same rate as the increase in irrigation facilities. Much has been written on the subject; much more will be written in the future. We can only hope that future discourses will bring about a clear understanding of the interrelated problems and the beginnings of a practical solution.

Chemicals will play an ever-increasing part in the control of Poa annua. To be completely successful, the chemical program must be supported by one which introduces new improved grasses that are so competitive that Poa cannot again gain a foothold. Research in better grasses continues, but to develop and to adequately test a superior turfgrass, some 15 years will have elapsed, maybe more. The time may be shortened somewhat in case of a vegetatively-propagated grass. When Poa is destroyed chemically and the area is reseeded to the same grasses that failed originally—what have we gained?

Water has been hailed as the one great factor that will keep courses green. No one can quarrel with this thesis but, as so many clubs have learned to their sorrow, water has increased Poa costs, problems, weeds and clover. The grasses that could survive under the sudden change of management just were not present. Water increases the need for fertilizer which is not supplied as it is needed.

Another phase of water management suddenly has become critical on many courses. The pipes stand empty because there isn't enough water to meet the demands. "Foolproof automation" may suffer a lapse so that anticipated coverage simply did not take place. Result—loss of grass. Lake levels may drop to the danger point which encourages increase of algae.

Is it possible that many new courses are planted cheaply with "quick-green" grasses designed for "quick-show" to attract members which cannot be considered permanent turfgrasses? If so, water can have one sure effect—increase of Poa. Is it possible for irrigation manufacturers and dealers to develop guidelines for the proper use of their systems on different grasses in various climatic regions? To design for "two inches of water a week" is not the answer. We don't quarrel with the rated capacity but with the idea that one must use that much water whether or not it is needed. Perhaps someone can help me out on the answer to this one.

Finally, on how many Poa infested golf courses are trial plantings of new grasses being made? Burning Tree and Chevy Chase had many such plantings made when Ferguson, Wilson and Radko were working with me at Beltsville.

Obviously the problem cannot be solved here but it is to be hoped that thinking will be stimulated toward the end that all factors will be coordinated in favor of better turf without Poa. Some have said, "we have so much of it we are simply going to live with it." That may be one way to go.

Q.—Our course is built on sandy loam, half cut out of woods (gum, oak, tulip poplar), half built on tobacco land. Penncross greens in the woods are developing dark circular areas and, when allowed to become dry, it is extremely difficult to wet the soil again. Greens in the open (tobacco land) are much

Continued on next page
...in just one year we have had an income from rental to equal the purchase price.

Reggie Pink, Inc.
295 Central Avenue
White Plains, N. Y.

March 1, 1965

Gentlemen:

Another golf season is about to commence for my members at Pines Ridge...

At the beginning of last season we purchased twenty-one HARLEY-DAVIDSON gasoline golf cars from you for rental to our members. As you must realize a contented golf club member produces a contented golf club manager. Our purchase of these cars has gone a long way towards this goal.

We have found, after experimenting with many makes and models, that the HARLEY-DAVIDSON golf car is far ahead of the field. A simple program of basic maintenance is all that was necessary to insure 100% availability for rental. All repairs were made with ease due to the accessibility of the car engine. Consequently, no loss of rental time. And in just one year we have had an income from rental to equal the purchase price.

But above all, our members have enjoyed hundreds of rounds of safe, comfortable and trouble free golf.

Very truly yours,

Robert Murray
Manager

21 Harley-Davidson golf cars in use at Pines Ridge Country Club, Ossining, N. Y., have paid for themselves in one season's use. This unsolicited letter was written by Mr. Robert Murray, Manager. If your experiences are not similar, why not ask your Harley-Davidson dealer for a demonstration of a gas or electric golf car, or write Sales Manager, Golf Car Division, Harley-Davidson Motor Co., Milwaukee, Wis. 53201.

For more information circle number 139 on card
ONE OF A SERIES

No Matter How...

you measure it, you’ll putt better with an Axaline putter knowing you have the finest.

You’ll appreciate the “feeling of confidence” the moment you grip an Axaline.

Feel one soon…only at pro shops. Write for name of your nearest Axaline shop.

AXALINE PUTTERS
AXALINE, INC.
Division of Beta Engineering Corporation
6330 Arizona Circle, Los Angeles, California 90045
Manufacturers of Fine Golf Equipment

GRAU’S ANSWERS
Continued from page 18
easier to keep and have not developed the same symptoms. Can you offer an explanation?

(Maryland)

A.—The woods that were destroyed in favor of the golf course were old when the first settlers arrived. Over the centuries nature provided fungi to assist in the decay of leaves and fallen trees. These fungi that live on decaying organic matter are still there and they still have vegetable remains on which to feed. Their mycelia (thread-like bodies) permeate the soil and trap air. When this fungal growth becomes dry it will shed water nearly as well as polyethylene. This seems to be basic to your problem of dry areas.

The tobacco land had been farmed for, perhaps, 200 years. During that time the woods-loving fungi largely were replaced by other organisms better suited to tilled land and to skimpy crop residues. Water penetrates this soil with greater ease because the air-trapping fungi are not so prevalent.

You must do much more soil cultivation in the woods areas to aid water penetration. Never should the subsoil be allowed to become dry, once it is wetted throughout to the full depth of the rootzone. A sharp probe in the hands of greensmen will help to determine the need for water in critical areas.

(Note: Dr. Grau inspected this course on a day when the official air temperature stood at 94° F. Hand watering was in force on all critical areas. It is significant that the superintendent had analyzed his own problem and was pursuing the only logical course of action. This Q and A records essential facts from which others may benefit.)

THIRTY-FIVE YEARS AGO

Billy Burke won the Open in a 72-hole playoff with George Von Elm at Inverness. Using the “balloon” ball, Burke shot 292-297, Von Elm 292-298.

Amateur entry exceeded 500 for the first time (583), Francis Ouimet regaining title after 17 years at Beverly.